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 Page Ten

 Humor in Literature: A Definition
 Fools may rush in where philosophers

 do not fear to tread. Since I cannot claim

 the name of philosopher, I resign myself
 to the opposite category, hoping to earn
 the honored epithet of wise. Countless
 philosophers who have investigated humor
 - often with the focus on laughter or the
 comic - include Aristotle, Hobbes, Kant,
 and Bergson. Fools who have rushed in
 include - well, let's just say that I am
 the latest.

 In aiming at a definition of humor in
 literature I am aware that one critic's

 theory is another man's tackling dummy.
 From somewhat extensive reading on the
 subject of laughter, humor, and the comic,
 one finds that there is hardly a key state-
 ment that is not challenged, disproved,
 qualified, or ridiculed by another critic or
 theorist. I may mention three books that
 in brief compass provide this kind of com-
 parative, analytical overview: the Double-
 day Anchor anthology Theories of Com-
 edy (Paul Lauter, editor); Enjoyment of
 Laughter , by Max Eastman; and Argu-
 ment of Laughter , by D. H. Monro. Both
 Eastman and Monro, like the men whose
 theories they analyze, proffer their own
 but different solutions to the problem.

 In approaching my subject, I lay down
 four important specifications.

 The first is that I am considering hu-
 mor, not laughter, and not precisely the
 comic. Laughter and humor are not
 equivalents, nor does humor necessarily
 bring laughter, though we could say that
 humor causes at least a tendency to laugh-
 ter; but we must also recognize that laugh-
 ter may result from a variety of other
 causes, such as embarrassment, or bitter-
 ness, or joy. I avoid the term laughter,
 therefore, so as not to confuse the issue,
 remarking nevertheless that it is surprising
 how often the theorists move without dis-
 tinction among the terms laughter, humor,
 and the comic. Likewise I am not here

 principally concerned with the comic as
 such, for I interpret it as a subdivision of
 my main subject, humor. It is precisely
 humor in action. In other words, the
 comic is always humorous, but the humor-
 ous is not always comic.

 A second specification that I lay down
 is that nothing is humorous per se. Noth-
 ing. Absolutely nothing. For humor is an
 attitude toward, a reaction to, experience,
 and exists only in the mind of the be-
 holder when it exists at all, though it may
 and more often does find its stimulus out-
 side him. There is nothing that is humor-
 ous from one point of view that can't be
 seen as saddening from another.

 Take the stalest example of so-called
 sure-fire humor, a person slipping on a
 banana peel. If the person who falls is
 your own aged, feeble, much beloved
 mother, you will not find humor in her
 fall. On the other hand, the great enemy
 of life, death, and especially sudden death,

 is a rich subject for humor. On a recent
 television variety show a doctor was talk-
 ing to a dispirited patient. "I must tell
 you," said the doctor, "that you are a very
 sick man. In fact, any sudden shock might
 kill you." The patient promptly collapsed
 on the floor and the audience roared. Or

 take the following Little Willie quatrain:

 Willie saw some dynamite,
 Couldn't understand it quite;
 Curiosity never pays;
 It rained Willie seven days.

 Is not, then, the argument that nothing
 is humorous per se entirely incontrover-
 tible? Yet we encounter recognized author-
 ities speaking of a situation as being "in-
 trinsically humorous," or "inherently hu-
 morous," or "essentially humorous." D. H.
 Monro writes: "A piece of stupidity may
 be funny per se." William Hazlitt, in a
 richly suggestive essay entitled "On Wit
 and Humor" also steps out of bounds
 when he asserts, "The essence of the
 laughable then is the incongruous" and
 also when he says, "Humour is the de-
 scribing the ludicrous as it is in itself."
 I must point out, however, that neither
 the incongruous nor the ludicrous has any
 existence in itself. They can exist only if
 and when an observer perceives a descend-
 ing departure from a norm (for the incon-
 gruous or the ludicrous, the departure
 from a norm must be a descending or
 pejorative one) and even then humor does
 not necessarily result. Bergson also falls
 several times into the error of asserting
 the humorous to be essentially objective.
 E. B. White and W. H. Auden do like-
 wise. Freud hints at the truth when he
 says that "every person is really defense-
 less against being made comical," but he
 too errs when he speaks of the caricaturist
 selecting a feature that is "comic in itself."
 Even the learned contemporary critic
 Northrop Frye sees the complications of
 comedies as being inherently absurd.

 On the other hand there are, of course,
 theorists who recognize the subjectivity of
 humor, among them J. Y. T. Greig,
 Charles Baudelaire, Marcel Pagnol, and
 Susanne Langer. So, too, Frank Sullivan,
 who hits the bullseye when he states in
 an altered cliché that "One man's humor
 is another man's poison." And I would
 add that the proposition is convertible:
 One man's poison is another man's humor.

 My third specification is that I am not
 talking about life as first-hand experience,
 but about literature - about literature as

 made up of works of art. For each work
 of literary art is the work of an author
 presenting a construct, something made,
 a meaningful, unified experience, con-
 trolled purposefully as we cannot know
 life to be controlled. In other words, a
 work of literary art embodies an attitude
 that is implicit in the work, whereas in
 real life we cannot satisfactorily discern

 God's attitude toward the reality of our
 experiences. This point of authorial atti-
 tude, as I shall show later, is crucial to
 literature.

 A fourth and final specification is that
 I am not directly concerned here w7ith the
 degree of excellence of what I determine
 to be humor, but only whether it is hu-
 mor. Lest this be considered shirking or
 casuistry, let me draw a parallel. When
 the philosopher-scientist has determined
 that a given animal is rational and thus is
 to be called a man, he has made a signif-
 icant judgment even if he cannot or does
 not tell us how excellent or how accom-
 plished a man that particular animal is.
 To determine excellence is an eminently
 valuable, but later, project. Similarly, the
 process for judging the quality of literary
 humor is a further and subsequent oper-
 ation that I do not concern myself with
 at this time.

 Here I summarize the four stipulations
 before I go on to present a definition of
 humor in literature and then merely to
 cast a glance at its application. First, I am
 considering humor, not laughter and not
 the comic. Second, nothing is humorous
 per se. Third, I am talking about the
 vicarious experience found in literature,
 not the unmediated experience of life. And
 fourth, I am concerned only with the
 necessary qualities or ingredients for hu-
 mor, not the determination of the degree
 of excellence in humor.

 Having closed off several potentially
 delusive side-paths, I proceed to specify
 the three requirements for humor in lit-
 erature. They are, first, a departure from
 a norm; second, detachment; and third,
 playfulness. Each of these in turn requires
 some explication.

 First, I refer to a departure from a
 recognized norm. It may be either express
 or implied. For this requirement many
 theorists, notably James Sully and Schop-
 enhauer, use the term incongruity. But it
 seems to me that incongruity, though it
 perhaps covers the most effective cases, is
 at once too strong and too narrow to cover
 them all. Consequently I use the more
 comprehensive term, departure from a
 norm, as referring to any situation, cir-
 cumstance or statement that presents some
 hitch or misfortune, something recogniz-
 able as unusual, or different, or uncus-
 tomary, such as a motorist exceeding the
 speed limit (excessively, I should add),
 a man giving up his seat on a bus to an
 ugly woman, or a child lecturing his par-
 ents. (It gets harder and harder to find
 examples of clear-cut departures from a
 norm. Where are the norms of yester-
 year?) But I think it is clear what I mean
 by this first requirement, a departure from
 a norm. It provides the basic raw material
 for the literary humorist.

 The second and third requirements, de-
 tachment and playfulness, join to establish
 the all-important attitude.
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 The second requirement, then, detach-
 ment, refers both to the author and to the
 reader. As referring to the author, de-
 tachment means that he is dispassionate;
 he does not, as does an actual person in
 real life, have an emotional stake in the
 scene he depicts; he does not allow such
 feelings as pity or fear or anger to affect
 the essential objectivity of his art; and
 he is a disinterested though certainly not
 an uninterested witness. The reader's de-

 tachment, similarly, if the art is good and
 the reader a good reader, keeps his own
 private feelings out of the experience,
 maintaining a disengaged attitude of "It's
 not my concern." Of course detachment
 does not require a complete absence of
 emotions but an absence of involving
 emotions that would relate to his personal
 situation outside the reading experience;
 it permits only a very limited amount of
 sympathetic identification or imaginative
 empathy.

 Part of the problem is terminology.
 Some psychologists hold that a thing can
 be purely intellectual, that is, without
 emotional content, and that the emotional
 can exist apart from anything intellectual.
 The terms intellectual and emotional , they
 believe, can be considered as mutually
 exclusive. But in literature, however the
 psychologists declare it to be in life, these
 categories cannot be entirely separated,
 for if a written work is exclusively intel-
 lectual it cannot be literature; and the
 flip side of this idea is that it is impossible
 for a work of literary art to be exclusively
 emotional, that is, to express no thought
 content. So whatever you call it, an emo-
 tional reaction is consistent with detach-

 ment so long as that reaction is personally
 non-involving.

 The third requirement, playfulness, is
 at once more crucial to the definition of
 humor and harder to articulate than the

 previous two. Max Eastman, in his Enjoy-
 ment of Laughter, is the foremost expo-
 nent of the playfulness theory. I have sev-
 eral points of disagreement with Eastman,
 especially his insistence that humor is
 "always composed of unpleasant experi-
 ences playfully considered," as well as his
 inconsistency in holding that there can
 be intrinsically comic persons and words
 while maintaining playfulness in the be-
 holder as the determinant in humor;
 nevertheless I am long indebted to him
 for having discerned and celebrated this
 most valuable key, playfulness, Jas unlock-
 ing the door to what is properly or truly
 humorous.

 In trying to explain playfulness, how-
 ever, one finds no closely equivalent term.
 Gayety only comes near; sportiveness like-
 wise. The phrase a mood for fun is sug-
 gestive but only suggestive. In any event,
 one must distinguish between earnest
 play and playful play. Earnest play, as in
 competitive athletics or such structured
 games as chess or bridge, follows a sense
 of logic that is opposed to playful play,
 or playfulness. Perhaps the quality that

 I wish to convey may be indicated by the
 expression a light-hearted abandonment
 of logic or, metaphorically, a light-hearted
 dance with illogicality.

 A few ifs, ands and buts. That humor
 arises only amidst something different
 from the run of usual experiences, we
 take for granted, even allowing that the
 difference may be consciously made up,
 as in a work of art. The humor is not

 ťout there'; it is only in an attitude toward
 experience. Life is not humorous; exper-
 ience itself is not humorous. As an ex-
 ample, say that there are a couple of farm
 boys amusing themselves by walking on
 their hands in a cow pasture and one of
 them inadvertently walks into 'second
 base' (cow dung to incorrigible urbanités).
 Funny? Yes, to you and to me. But to the
 boy's mother, who happens to be watch-
 ing? Sheer dismay, one may venture. No
 playfulness in her at that point. And
 should the victim himself find his own
 experience humorous, it would be because
 he is able to split his self- awareness and
 see himself as a detached person would
 see him and to be playful about it.

 Any humor, then, I repeat, lies in the
 mind of the beholder. In the case of a
 work of literary art, the attitude is first
 of all in the writer. Consciously or un-
 consciously, he imbues his unusual ma-
 terial with his attitude of detachment and
 playfulness through the process of selec-
 tion, structuring, and style. Thereupon
 the reader, if he is a good and sensitive
 reader, successfully experiences the atti-
 tude that the writer intended him to en-

 joy.
 The determinant, accordingly, is atti-

 tude, provided the departure from a recog-
 nized norm exists as a base. One sees this

 in reading the newspaper. The account
 of a murder may leave us unmoved, de-
 tached; humor will result only if the third
 requirement, a mood of playfulness, is
 met.

 Suppose you read a short story about
 two long-time circus performers, a man
 and his wife who have begun to hate
 each other. The wife partly severs a
 trapeze rope so that it breaks, sending her
 husband to his death (departure from a
 norm, and with a vengeance!). A hard-
 hearted detective (who of course has de-
 tachment) learns the truth and opines
 that the old girl certainly knew the ropes
 (here is playfulness). Result: a playful
 if not very funful pun, but nevertheless
 humor.

 Looking back over my argument, I
 might be willing to drop out the second
 requirement, that of detachment. For it
 may be argued that playfulness includes
 a sense of detachment. If you are tempted
 to believe otherwise - that is, that play-
 fulness can exist without detachment -
 I think you will find that any example
 you could raise would be a counterfeit
 playfulness, as in the case of a person
 who has suffered a deep bereavement but
 who, though his feelings are keenly in-
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 volved, suppresses the felt grief by sub-
 limation, the defense mechanism of a
 false playfulness. I have included de-
 tachment as a separate requirement, how-
 ever, only because it may exist without
 playfulness even though we agree that the
 converse is not true. But I think it will
 now be clear that playfulness includes the
 idea of being detached. Understood in
 that way, the whole argument leads me
 to the following simple definition: Humor
 is a departure from a norm playfully con-
 sidered.

 Finally, what I can say here about the
 application of the definition is brief.
 While it is important to have a sound
 basis for judging what is humor, we would
 seldom be satisfied with merely determin-
 ing whether a given work of literature is
 humorous. We want to go on to deter-
 mine the quality of its humor, the kind
 and degree of excellence that it holds as
 humor and that enter into the quality of
 literature. To do this it is immensely
 helpful, if not mandatory, to know the
 many techniques employed by the literary
 humorist, as well as important to recog-
 nize that humor in literature seldom if
 ever exists in a pure state and is, on the
 contrary, fused with various aspects of
 inner, imaginative experience. These mat-
 ters known, however, the procedures from
 this point on are those of the more fam-
 iliar operations of literary criticism.

 Louis Hasley

 University of Notre Dame
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 See page 1 5.
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